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Abstract – This paper addresses a structure and introduces an evolving learning approach to train uninorm-based
hybrid neural networks using extreme learning concepts. Evolving systems are high level adaptive systems able to
simultaneously modify their structures and parameters from a stream of data, on line. Learning from data streams is
a contemporary and challenging issue due to the increasing rate of the size and temporal availability of data, turning
traditional learning methods impracticable. Uninorms bring flexibility and generality to fuzzy neuron models as they
can behave like triangular norms, triangular conorms, or in between by adjusting identity elements. This feature adds
a form of plasticity in neural network modeling. An online clustering method is used to granulate the input space,
and a scheme based on extreme learning is developed to train the neural network. Computational results show that
the learning approach is competitive when compared with alternative evolving modeling methods.
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1. Introduction

Machine learning methods are being reevaluated over
the last years as the need of online capabilities is made
evident by the massive growth in numbers and acces-
sibility of computing devices [1] [10]. With this con-
text in mind a new class of machine learning approach
with adaptive abilities to simultaneously learn a sys-
tem structure and its parameters emerged, namely, the
evolving system approach. The term evolving means
online, gradual systems development and adaptation.
Evolving systems are an alternative and innovative
way of adapt, learn and represent knowledge about
changing environments [1].

In this paper we address a hybrid neural fuzzy
network with evolving learning whose structure has
two main parts: a fuzzy neural system and a neu-
ral network. The multilayer structure of the network
has membership functions in the input layer neurons,
uninorm-based neurons in the second layer, and clas-
sic neurons in the third layer. Uninorms provide flex-
ibility at the cost of an extra parameter (identity ele-
ment) to learn for each unineuron. Interesting, how-
ever, the identity element can be either chosen by the
designer if he has prior knowledge or needs a partic-
ular structure, or leave it to be learnt using data. Due
to its inherent highly nonlinear nature, learning com-
plexity can be reduced using extreme learning [7].
Basically, extreme learning consists in randomly as-
signing weights for the hidden layer of feed-forward
neural networks and analytically determine the output
weights. Extreme learning has shown to provide fast
training, accurate results and good generalization per-

formance [8].

After this brief introduction, the paper pro-
ceeds as follows. Section 2. gives detailed description
of the learning steps including the evolving fuzzy neu-
ral network system approach. Next, computational re-
sults of the tests conducted using well known bench-
marks are reported in Section 3.. Section 4. concludes
the paper summarizing its contributions and suggest-
ing issues for future investigation.

2. Evolving Extreme Learning
Uninetwork

In this section we present an evolving hybrid fuzzy
neural network based on uninorms. Learning involves
recursive clustering to granulate the input space and
extreme learning algorithms to simultaneously adjust
the network weights and parameters. For short, we
call the evolving hybrid fuzzy neural network model
eXUninet (evolving eXtreme learning Uninetwork) in
the rest of the paper.

2.1. Uninorms and the Unineuron

A generalization of t-norms and t-conorms called uni-
norm was introduced by [13]. Formally, a Uninorm is
a mapping u : [0, 1] × [0, 1] → [0, 1] that satisfies
the following properties:

1. Commutativity: a u b = b u a

2. Associativity: a u (b u c) = (a u b) u c

3. Monotonicity: if b ≤ c, then a u b ≤ a u c
4. Identity element: a u e = a, ∀ a ∈ [0, 1]



While t-norms respect the first three condi-
tions with the identity element e = 1, t-conorms sat-
isfies the first three as well but with identity element
e = 0. Uninorms extends triangular norms by allow-
ing the identity element to be in the unity interval.

Fuzzy neurons were introduced as basic units
of fuzzy neural networks in [12]. The two basic neu-
ron models were called or and and, they are defined
using t-norms and s-norms as follows:

or(A,W ) = Sni=1(ai t wi) (1)

and(A,W ) = Tni=1(ai s wi) (2)

Here T is a t-norm, S is a s-norm, ai ∈ [0, 1]
are the inputs and wi ∈ [0, 1] the synaptic weights.
Neural networks based on these neurons were suc-
cessfully used in various applications such as ther-
mal modeling of power transformers [5] and time se-
ries prediction [3]. Recent work suggested uninorm-
based neurons (unineurons) [11] to explore uninorms
in modeling distinct neuron operators, a desired char-
acteristic to add flexibility in fuzzy neural networks.
Further improvements of the unineuron model was re-
ported in [6]. The unineuron used in the hybrid neural
fuzzy network addressed in this paper is of the type
OR_U, which consists of uninorms at synaptic pro-
cessing level and a s-norm at global aggregation level,
as shown in (3).

OR_U = Sni=1(ai u wi) (3)

The uninorm realization used in this paper
adopts the following construct [13]

u(a, b) =

{
a s b, if a, b ∈ [e, 1]
a t b, else

(4)

with t a t-norm and s a s-norm.

2.2. Topology of the Network
The structure of the uninetwork adopted in this pa-
per based on [4]. The network has two major parts,
fuzzy inference systems and aggregation neural net-
work, assembled into three layers. The fuzzy neural
system is composed by the first two layers, the input
and hidden layer, respectively. The input layer con-
sists of neurons whose activation functions are mem-
bership functions of fuzzy sets that granulate the input

space to form a fuzzy partition. Here we use Gaus-
sian membership functions centered at cl with disper-
sion (radius) σ. The membership degree of input xi
is computed using (5). For each dimension xi of a
n-dimensional input vector x there are Lt fuzzy sets
Alii , li = 1, . . . , Lt. Lt corresponds to the number of
fuzzy rules of the system at step t.

ali = e−
(xi−cli)

2

2σ2 (5)

Here l = 1, . . . , Lt, i = 1, . . . , n and cli is the
ith coordinate of the lth cluster center. The radius σ is
defined a priori and kept constant during the evolving
process.

The second layer contains OR_U unineurons
to aggregate the outputs of the input layer weighted
by connections wli:

zl = Sni=1(ali u wli) (6)

Here zl , l = 1, . . . , Lt is the output of the
lth unineuron, S implemented using the max s-norm;
wli are the synaptic weights. The third layer is a tradi-
tional neural network layer with sigmoidal activation
functions f(·) as follows:

ŷj = f

 Lt∑
l=1

rjlzl

 (7)

with m being the dimension of the output
space, j = 1, . . . ,m, and rjl are the output weights
connecting the jth output with the lth rule. Figure 1
shows the uninetwork structure.

2.3. Clustering Procedure
Most batch fuzzy neural networks relies on a cluster-
ing method to granulate input data. We present an
alternative called eClustering+ [2] to perform cluster-
ing online. This approach estimates the density recur-
sively at each data point by using (8).

Dt(ot) =

(t− 1) (sot + 1) + bt − 2
n+m∑
j=1

otjhtj

−1

(8)

with ot = [xT ,yT ]T ; D1(o1) = 1; bt =
bt−1+

∑n+m
j=1 o2(t−1)j ; b1 = 0 ; htj = h(t−1)j+o(t−1)j

; h1j = 0 ; j = 1, . . . , n+m ; sot =
∑n+m
j=1 o2tj .
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Figure 1. Uninetwork structure

Density is calculated recursively for each
cluster center by (9):

Dt(o
i∗) =

t− 1

t− 1 + (t− 2)
(

1
Dt−1(oi

∗ )
− 1

)
+ dist

(9)
where dist =

∑n+m
j=1 (otj − o(t−1)j) and D1(o

i∗) =
1. Cluster centers candidates are selected if the fol-
lowing condition is true: Condition A: Dt(ot) >
maxDt(o

i∗) or Dt(ot) < minDt(o
i∗) where i∗

are the indexes of cluster centers. To avoid overlap-
ping and redundancy, the cluster is created only if it
does not satisfy: Condition B: ∃l, l ∈ [i, Lt] : ali >
e−1, ∀i, i ∈ [1, n].

2.4. Extreme Learning

The extreme learning method was introduced as a way
to train single hidden layer feed-forward neural net-
works (SLFNNs). Originally developed in [7], the
method chooses the hidden layer weights randomly
and estimates the weights of the output layer using the
least squares algorithm. Results indicate good perfor-
mance and greater ability to generalize [8]. Interest-
ingly, the authors have shown that general non-linear
activation functions can be used by the hidden layer
neurons.

The eXUninet training is performed similarly
assigning random values in [0, 1] to weights and iden-
tity elements of the OR_U neurons, and next using
the recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm with for-

getting factor λ to update the output layer weights
rt = [rt11 . . . r

t
jl . . . r

t
mLt ]:

Jt = Qt−1zt{λ+ ztQt−1(zt)T }−1 (10)

Qt = (ILt − Jtzt)λ−1Qt−1 (11)

rt = rt−1 + (Jt)T (f−1(yt)− zt(rt−1)T ) (12)

With f−1(yt) = log(yt) − log(1 − yt). Ini-
tialization of Q is commonly ILtω , ω = 1000,
where ILt is the identity matrix.

3. Computational Results
Simulations were performed setting the forgetting fac-
tor at 0.9. The root mean squared error (RMSE) is
computed at step t:

RMSE =

√√√√1

t

t∑
j=1

(yj − ŷj)2 (13)

Data were normalized in the range [0.1, 0.9],
and the errors were computed for normalized data.
All the results reported were obtained running each
method 20 times. The best and average performances
are displayed.

3.1. Mackey-Glass Time Series
The Mackey-Glass time series is a well known bench-
mark whose data is generated using:

dx

dt
=

Axt−τ

1 + (xt−τ )C
−Bxt , A,B,C > 0 (14)

Semi-periodic or chaotic behaviour depends
of the parameters values chosen. Several studies
adopt: A = 0.2 , B = 0.1 , C = 10 and τ = 17,
with a time step of 0.1 for integration [1, 9], 3200 data
samples were generated and used for training and test-
ing simultaneously. The goal is to predict the value of
xt 85 steps ahead, that is:

xt+85 = p(xt, xt−6, xt−12, xt−18) (15)

Results comparing the best and average
RMSE values with alternative approaches suggested
in the literature are shown in Table 1.

Clearly, for this case the eXUninet perfor-
mance is the best. Figure 2 depicts the results of eX-
Uninet for the first 500 data samples.



Table 1. Performances for Mackey-Glass
Model Ref. Rules RMSE avg. RMSE
eTS [1] 24 0.0779 0.0779
DENFIS [9] 25 0.0730 0.0730
FBeM [10] 26 0.0968 0.0968
eXUninet - 27 0.0501 0.0622
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Figure 2. Mackey-Glass results

4. Conclusion
This paper has suggested a new evolving learning ap-
proach for hybrid fuzzy neural networks based on uni-
norms. Computational results show that the fuzzy
neural network is competitive with alternative evolv-
ing methods. The learning approach is simple, fast
and accurate, and hence suitable for online applica-
tions.

Future work shall explore examples with sig-
nificant concept drift to further test the online learning
capability of the approach. Detailed statistical analy-
sis is also required to show that the evolving learn-
ing approach is statistically superior. One can also
analyse the use of various types of uninorms realiza-
tions at the global and local levels of neurons in the
fuzzy layer of the eXUninet, as well as extensions for
nullnorms-based neural fuzzy networks and systems.
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